1. My school is called ____________.

2. We sleep in the ____________
   (kitchen, bedroom, sittingroom)

3. This is a ____________
   (plant, flag, post)

4. We go to school to ____________
   (learn, fight, steal)

5. ____________ is the head of the family
   (Mother, Father, Children)

6. ____________
   (river, clouds, forest)

7. Mother cooks food in the ____________
   (kitchen, toilet, store)

8. This is a ____________
   (manyatta, hut, kennel)

9. Cow gives us ____________

10. Our school headteacher is called ____________

11. The Maasai house is made of ____________
    (stones, cowdung, iron sheets).

12. ____________
    (modern, traditional).

13. To cook food we need ____________
    (water, tea, sand)
14. The roof of a hut is made of ________
   (iron sheets, stones, grass)

15. This is found in the ________
   (bedroom, store, kitchen)

16. This is a ________
   (latrine, kitchen, class)

17. A house protect us from ________
   (friends, rain, relatives)

18. Flowers make our school ________
   (beautiful, bad, dirty)

19. A flag has ________
    colours.
   (4, 5, 3)

20. We go to school in the ________
    (afternoon, morning, evening)

Name the pictures

21. ________
22. ________

23. ________
24. ________

25. ________
   (trees, blackboard, river, road, hut, broom)